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This study aims to examine the influence of the attractiveness of the
retail industry and the uniqueness of resource capabilities on
competitive and alliances strategy as well as evaluating its implications
for the business performance of retail minimarket in Jakarta and
Bandung. Descriptive and quantitative methods used in this study with
analysis units are the minimarket retail business. The Managers and
supervisors are as observations unit from retail outlets in Jakarta and
Bandung. The result shows that the management in formulating its
business strategy has examined the appeal of the attractive retail
industry, capabilities of the unique, competitive and alliance strategy
with appropriate and the performance of business minimarket well. The
attractiveness of the retail industry is an essential factor in the
formulation of competitive strategy. Alliance and competitive strategy
mediate the effect of retail industry attractiveness and uniqueness of the
performance capabilities of the minimarket. The study found a superior
performance optimisation strategy model for minimarket business that
has not been found by previous studies.
Keywords: Attractiveness of the retail industry, the uniqueness of capabilities
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Introduction
Some researchers claim that business executives can be measured by development in deals, a
piece of the overall industry, and productivity (Wheelen & Hunger, 2014; Best, 2013).
Furthermore, many experts recommend that the measurement of business performance can be
divided into two dimensions of financial performance or nonperformance financial (Barney &
Hesterly, 2012; Kaplan & Norton, 2010). However, from the perspective of the measurement
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have limitations in performance measurement for other purposes such as social responsibility
and employee development.
In this regard, one of the performance measurement tool business is the Balanced Scorecard
(BSC) is applied with money and included three points the views of non-budget, which is
becoming a particular client, procedures and learning and development (Kaplan & Norton,
1992, 1996). Balance scorecard became one of the most performance measurement tool that a
little criticised, most popular and are widely accepted and implemented as a means to measure
performance (Paranpajape, Rossister, & Pantano, 2006; Evans, 2006).
However, based on observations and previous research, measurement of business performance
using the Balanced Scorecard for the retail business has never been found and studied, this
study used the Balanced Scorecard approach to measuring business performance minimarket.
Furthermore, in conditions of reality business competition between retail companies
minimarket national and international brand in Indonesia is very tight which is dominated by
two minimarket retail companies, namely Alfamart and Indomaret, each with a market share
above 43%. Based on data from a preliminary survey in 2015 can be described that the
financial performance of retail minimarket Indonesia, shows the numbers fluctuate over a
period of 5 years from 2010 to 2014 of 5 minimarket retail largest in Indonesia, each Alfamart,
Indomaret, OMI, Ceriamart and Circle K Indonesia (Pakdel & Ashrafi, 2019).
Referring to the above business competition conditions, the low performance of the retail
business in Indonesia minimarket, still have a disadvantage in designing competitive
strategy. Competitive strategy is supposed to meet a few conditions (Simon, 1988;
Mintzberg, 1996; Walters and knees, 1989; Brooksbank, 1994; Corstjens & Doyle, 1989). It
should be related into the ownership of a viable and significance with a focus on customer
segments; viewed by the client; maintainable, and not effortlessly imitated by contenders
(Zulkiffli et al., 2019).
Furthermore, according to Barney (2010), the competitive strategy can be formed through a
strategy of differentiation, cost leadership strategy and the strategy of speed. Based on the
preliminary results of the survey conducted on the leader minimarket outlets in the city as
many as 30 people, when questioned the accuracy of the implementation of competitive
strategy revealed that the competitive strategy that has been implemented by the company
relative minimarket retail is still not entirely appropriate. The phenomenon of competitive
strategy minimarket retail companies in Indonesia precisely whether or not the management
of minimarket in implementing the competitive strategy of the dimensions seen leadership
cost strategy, differentiation strategy, and speed strategy.
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In addition, no determination of the optimal performance of the business and competitive
strategy allegedly caused partnership strategy has not woven optimally among retail companies
minimarket. Based on the concept of Cravens (2013 p.196) the partnership is an effort to
cooperate with stakeholders, including strategic alliances that are used by many companies,
competing worldwide (Taubaye et al., 2018).
Based on the presentation of the concept of partnership at the top, then build a strategic
partnership in this study refers to the concept of Organisational Relations (Cravens, 2013).
The Partnership's internal, Supplier Relationship, Customer Relationship and Partnership
Lateral coupled with the strategic concept of the alliance (Wheelen & Hunger, 2014), in the
face of the modern retail industry competition.
Preliminary survey results illustrate that today there is a tendency that management was not
fully able to develop a partnership strategy optimally. This is indicated by the still not optimal
business relationship between the company minimarket with suppliers in terms of trading
terms, private labels, and distribution cost.
In connection with the appeal of the retail industry, according to Walker, et al. (2009 p.57) the
attractiveness of the market/ industry can be measured through market size, market growth,
competitive intensity, price levels, profitability, sophistication, and government regulations.
While Day (1999, p.107) reveals that the attractiveness of the market can be measured through
government intervention, changes in technology and market developments, while the Best
(2013, p.107) more fully stated that the attractiveness of the retail/market can be measured by
market size, competitive intensity, and market access.
In accordance with the results of a preliminary survey knew phenomenon attractiveness
industry competition issue minimarket retail company in Indonesia. Minimarket retail
companies are still often too late and not optimal in anticipation of the appeal newcomers.
Besides minimarket retail companies also have not been able to effectively meet customer
expectations that the longer likely to be a smart shopper and value seekers.
In addition to the phenomenon of fascination industry competition problems aforementioned,
it turns out the minimarket retail company management has not yet been able to effectively
perform resource development (unique capability). Collin & Montgomery (1998, pp.27-28)
proposes two classes of retail venture asset minimarket, i.e. substantial resources, elusive
resources, and authoritative abilities. As per the consequences of a preparatory study of the
state of the novel capacities of the issue on the small-scale showcase retail company in
Indonesia has not demonstrated the capacity really to be a one of a kind asset.
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Based on the phenomenon of the problem above and previous research is a reference in the
preparation of this research is that there has been no research specifically examines the
attractiveness of the retail industry and the unique capabilities of the resource and its influence
on competitive and partnership strategies and the implications on the minimarkets business
performance in Jakarta and Bandung.
Research Purposes
This research is to build up the idea of a business technique to enhance business execution
minimarkets in Jakarta and Bandung. Particularly the goals to be accomplished in this
examination is to pick up a dialogue about the bid of mechanical studies and the novel
capacities of the retail on the focused procedure and association methodologies and the
suggestions on the business execution minimarkets in Jakarta and Bandung.
Literature Review Hypotheses
Development
The attractiveness of the retail industry is one that must be observed by business management
minimarket. Cravens and Piercy (2013, p.137) state that retail/market attractiveness can be
measured by market growth rate projections and attractiveness assessment made by
management. Meanwhile, Walker, Boyd, and Larre'che (1996, p . 57) revealed that the
attractiveness of the market could be measured by market size, market growth, competitive
intensity, price levels, profitability y, technology, sophistication, and government regulation.
While the Best (2013, p.275) more fully explained that the attractiveness of the retail/market
can be measured through market forces, competitive intensity, and market access. Furthermore,
previous research used to support this research explains the relationship between retail industry
attractiveness variable with competitive strategy, partnership strategy and business
performance as shown by Mokoya et al. (2012) that the attractiveness of the retail industry has
an influence in formulating a competitive strategy. Then Zhou et al. (2009) state that the
attractiveness of the retail industry affects the improvement of business performance. Similarly,
the relationship of retail industry attractiveness to the partnership strategy is shown to have a
strong influence as described by Ortega and Molin (2008).
The uniqueness of the capabilities of the firm can be classified into tangible assets, intangible
assets, and organisational assets. This is similar to Collins and Montgomery (1995), which
states grouping resources of the company into three groups, namely: tangible assets, intangible
assets, and assets of the organisation. Based on the results of previous research has explained
that the relationship of the uniqueness of resource capability to competitive strategy,
partnership strategy, and business performance.
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The uniqueness of variable variables of resource capability with competitive strategy is said to
have a strong influence as found by Hosseini et al. (2011) with different objects in the aviation
industry. Tavitiyaman (2009) finds that the uniqueness of resource capabilities influences
partnership strategies in the hospitality industry. While Lahiri (2007), Tavitiyaman (2009) also
found that the uniqueness of resource capability has an influence on the improvement of their
respective business performance in the outsourcing provider and hotel industry.
Based on the above discussion, this paper has posited a hypothesis as follows:
H1: The attractiveness of the retail industry and the uniqueness of resource capabilities affect
the competitive strategy of minimarket business.
H2: The attractiveness of the retail industry and the uniqueness of resource capabilities affect
the alliance strategy of minimarket business.
Competitive strategy becomes an essential part of developing a business in fierce competition.
This is similar to what is disclosed by Wheelen and Hunger (2014, p.183) that the competitive
strategy of focusing on developing a better competitive position of business units engaged in
goods and services. Then, according to Pearce and Robbinson (2014, p.215) contends that
the aggressive system is an exertion for the making of a feasible upper hand through the
uniqueness of the item and cost administration.
Berman (2010) states in Competing Though Times which is the business lessons from various
retail companies world-classs in the United States, has further developed the theory of
competitive strategy Porter, namely: Cost-Based Strategy, Differentiation-Based Strategy, and
Value-Based Strategy. Furthermore, in addition to competitive strategy, partnership strategy
is no less important part in formulating the business strategy, particularly minimarket business.
Wheelen & Hunger (2014) states that the partnership strategy can also be used to create a
competitive advantage in the industry by working with other companies. Previous research
finds a relationship of competitive strategy to business performance. Kanagal (2009) and Hsu
(2010) concluded that the influence of well-formulated competitive strategy would improve
business performance in hotel and e-business industries. This finding was adopted to explain
the relationship between the variables of the competitive strategy and the business performance
in this study. Meanwhile, to look at the relationship between the variables of a partnership
strategy with business performance obtained from the previous finding. Hofman (2010)
examines the effect of partnership strategies on business performance that find significant
influenced. Another research was carried out by Yacob, et al., (2016) found competitive
strategy and strategic alliances have influenced minimarket retail business performance. This
study is a study of literature from various studies in the journal. But empirically unexamined
then this study is a good doing for research. So, that above reasoning leads to the following
hypothesis:
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H3: The attractiveness of the retail industry and the uniqueness of resource capabilities affect
the performance of the minimarket business.
H4: Competitive strategy and alliance strategy affects the performance of the minimarket
business.
This study utilised an adjusted scorecard way to deal with measure the execution of the retail
business, on the grounds that balanced scorecard is a gathering of coordinated execution
measures got from the organisation's procedure and backing the organisation's technique all
through the association. A balanced scorecard approach, top administration lays out its
procedure into execution measures with the goal that workers comprehend and can actualise
something to accomplish the methodology. Measuring the success of the business unit's
performance based on the balanced scorecard approach is divided into four perspectives
(Kaplan & Norton, 1996), namely, financial perspective, customer perspective' internal
business, and process perspective. Furthermore, based on the above discussion, this paper
posits the following hypothesis:
H5: Competitive strategies mediate the impact of retail industry attractiveness and the unique
capabilities of resources on the performance of minimarket businesses
H6: Alliance Strategy mediate the impact of retail industry attractiveness and the uniqueness
of resource capability on the performance of minimarket business
Research Framework
Base on literature review and previous research, the paper could develop a research framework
as the following.
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Figure 1. Research Framework

Research Methods
In accordance with the objectives to be achieved then the form of research is descriptive and
verification, which is a type of research that aims to know the description of study variables
and relationships between variables through hypothesis testing something.
Sources and Sample
The examination information was sourced from essential and optional information. Essential
information was acquired from field research, namely data from interviews with management
minimarkets in Jakarta and Bandung, represented by the head of the shop and supervisors.
While secondary data obtained from the management company as well as related institutions
such as minimarket APRINDO. The composition of the number of respondents from each of
the minimarket retail outlets in Jakarta and Bandung are respectively 160 respondents to the
two areas.
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Variable Operationalisation
Operationalisation of the variables used to obtain data and information from the
research variables. Studies asymmetrical relationship, in particular, there are two kinds of
PLS latent variables, which are exogenous variables (free) and endogenous us variables
(bound). This study has two exogenous variables (free) were given the symbol X is the
attractiveness of the retail industry (X1) and the unique capabilities of the (X2). While
endogenous variable that business performance minimarket (Z) with an intervening variable
(mediating) is the competitive strategy (Y1) and strategic partnerships (Y2).
Research Model
This study tries to analyse the attractiveness of the retail industry and the unique capabilities
of the on competitive and alliance strategy and its implications for business performance
minimarkets in Jakarta and Bandung.
Results and Discussion
Based on research inter variable relations image that corresponds to the research paradigm,
the result more from data analysis using SEM SmartPLS 3.0, which involves all the dimensions
of each construct of measurements can be shown in the following figure:
Figure 2. Path Coefficient Value
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Based on the picture above is to show t h e coefficient parameter or the path coefficient
between the variables of the study. As for seeing the significance level of influence can be
seen in the image below:
Figure 3. The value of t-statistics

Based on the test results can be explained that the appeal constructs retail industry has a
dimension which reflects the attractiveness of the retail industry in order are as follows:
competitive intensity (X12) with a value of 48.347 and Market Access (X13) with a value of
44. 370; Market power (X11) with a value of 16.427. These results indicate that the testing of
each indicator has a strong influence on the dimensions of the attractiveness of the retail
industry.
Furthermore, the unique capabilities of the dimensions that reflect the unique capabilities of
the sequentially as follows: Asset organisation (X23) with a value of 53. 149; Intangible
assets (X22) with a value of 13.102 and physical assets (X21) with a value of 9737. Results
of testing the indicator give the sense that asset organisation dominant influence in the
formation of the unique capabilities of the dimensions.
The competitive strategy has dimensions that reflect the competitive strategy can be broken
down sequentially as follows: a value-based strategy (Y13) with a value of 37.263; the costbased strategy (Y11) with a value of 30.418 and a strategy based on differentiation (Y12) with
a value of 26.848. It is clear that the indicator value-based strategies influential in the
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formation of competitive strategy, followed by indicators based on expense and differentiation
strategies.
As alliance strategy has a dimension which reflects a strategy of partnership with the order as
follows: Partnership with suppliers (Y22) with a value of 21.105; Partnership with the internal
(Y21) with a value of 19.755; Lateral (Y24) with a value of 17.126; Partnership with customers
(Y23) with a value of 16.231 and partnership strategy (Y25) with a value of 14.366. The test
results are visible indicators that the partnership with suppliers provides high enough
influence in the formation of strategic partnerships.
Business performance minimarket have dimensions will reflect business performance
minimarket with details of the order is as follows: The customer perspective (Z12) with a
value of 23.174; Financial perspective (Z11) with 20.262; Internal business process perspective
(Z13) with 19 010 and the value of learning and growth perspective (Z14) with a value of 14
212. This result explains that the business performance minimarket is shaped and influenced
by a considerable influence on the customer's perspective, followed by a financial perspective,
the business of internal process and learning and growth.
Conclusion
The study concluded that the management in formulating its business strategy had examined
the appeal of the attractive retail industry, capabilities of the unique, competitive strategy and
partnerships with proper road and the performance business minimarket well. The
attractiveness of the retail industry is an essential variable factor in the formulation of
competitive strategy.
Alliance and competitive strategy mediate the retail industry attractiveness and uniqueness of
the resource capabilities to business performance minimarket. The study found a model of
performance optimisation strategy wow minimarket business that has not been seen by previous
studies.
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